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Akira KONO* § 1. Introduction
In [1] J. F. Adams and S. B. Priddy showed that after localization at any prime p the infinite loop space structure on the space BSO is essentially unique. Let BO(d,oo) be the (^-1) -connected fibre space of BO. Then the purpose of the present paper is to show after localization at any prime p the infinite loop space structure on the space
BO(d, oo ) is essentially unique if d>2.
If the word 'localization' is replaced by 'completion', the result continues to hold.
Let K R be the spectrum which represents classical (periodic) real j&T-theory. Let d be a fixed integer; let bo(d, oo) be the spectrum obtained from K R by killing the homotopy groups in degree <^d, while retaining the homotopy groups in degree ~>d. The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 an ^-spectrum H n X which represents the n-fold suspension of X is defined. In the next section the uniqueness of the infinite loop space structures of the space SSp A or the //-spaces ^Spinâ nd SO A (definitions are given in Section 3) is proved. In Section 4 the main theorem is proved.
Throughout this paper we use the following notation: for a space X, X(n, m) denotes that term in the Postnikov system of X whose homotopy groups 7T r are the same as those of X for n<j"<m. We use the notation X(n, m) for spectra analogous to that which we use for spaces. The symbol ~ means Jf-equivalence.
H § 2. Suspension of U-Speetra
Let X~ {X iy Si". Xi->@X i+1 } be an J3-spectrum and n an integer. Define Y t and ^ as follows:
H n X represents the n-fold suspension of X. The following is easily proved: 
